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The 2045 Siouxland Interstate Metropolitan Planning Council (SIMPCO) Metropolitan Planning
Organization’s (MPO) Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) is an update to the 2040 LRTP.
This plan continues the 3C process (Co-operative, Continuing and Comprehensive) that has
been the hallmark of transportation planning for 50 years. The LRTP is a tool for developing
safe and efficient transportation improvements for the SIMPCO MPO region through the year
2045. These improvements encompass all modes of transportation, including public transit,
bicycle and pedestrian travel, and street and highway travel. In accordance with the 2016
Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act), this plan addresses the deficiencies of
the existing transportation system in the SIMPCO MPO planning area, analyzes the projected
demand on that system, and identifies projects and policies to both preserve and enhance
mobility.

Image of downtown Sioux City, along 4th Street. Photo taken by Randy Williams
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The 2045 SIMPCO MPO LRTP is organized into the following chapters:
1. Introduction - outlines the SIMPCO metropolitan area, the MPO, purpose of the
plan, the goals and objectives of the plan, performance based planning &
programming, and the public participation process used for developing and
reviewing transportation documents.
2. Community Overview – describes the socio-economic characteristics within the
MPO planning area.
3. Alternative Transportation – presents recent work, discusses future infrastructure
and initiatives, examines existing facilities and gives future recommendations for
the bicycle and pedestrian networks.
4. Transit– identifies issues, existing operating characteristics, safety, security, and
future needs and projects for Sioux City Transit, Sioux City Paratransit, and
Siouxland Regional Transit System. Includes the use of Intelligent Transportation
Systems and examines environmental justice.
5. Street and Highway– summarizes existing conditions of the MPO planning area’s
road network, safety of that network, travel demand, system deficiencies, and
2045 recommendations. Incorporates the expansion of Intelligent Transportation
Systems, as well as the environmental justice of the network.
6. Intermodal Facilities –examines current intermodal facilities including truck, rail,
air, and barge and gives recommendations for future intermodal facilities.
7. Environmental Impacts –details impacts on and effects of the environmental
features of the MPO planning area. Accounts for environmentally sensitive areas,
as well as habitats and ecosystems affected by transportation. Sets a series of
recommendations for the area, aimed at limiting environmental degradation.
8. Financial Summary and Conclusion –examines available funding sources for the
projects in the plan, the revenue forecasting methodology, 2045 revenue
forecasts, proposed transportation projects, and the 2045 financial summary.
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The SIMPCO council of governments houses the SIMPCO MPO, and is responsible for the
submission of transportation planning documents to the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), Federal Transit Administration (FTA), Iowa Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT),
Nebraska Department of Transportation (NDOT), South Dakota Department of Transportation
(SDDOT), and public distribution.
The SIMPCO MPO is responsible for developing transportation plans and programming
projects for the metropolitan planning area. It is unique as it is 1 of the 5 tri-state MPOs in
the nation, out of 384 MPOs total. The following units of government comprise the SIMPCO
MPO and can be seen on Map 1.1:







City of Sioux City, IA
City of Sergeant Bluff, IA
City of South Sioux City, NE
City of Dakota City, NE
City of Jefferson, SD
City of North Sioux City, SD







Dakota Dunes CID, SD
Woodbury County, IA
Plymouth County, IA
Union County, SD
Dakota County, NE

The SIMPCO MPO has a 14-member Transportation Technical Committee that advises an 11member Policy Board, listed in the Acknowledgements page at the beginning of this
document.
The SIMPCO MPO professional staff is available to aid member agencies’ staff, local officials,
and citizens, in implementing community improvement programs. Staff encourages and
assists with various programs that emphasize regional cooperation and coordination.
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The SIMPCO MPO 2045 LRTP serves as a revision of the issues covered in the previous 2040
LRTP, which was adopted by the MPO Policy Board in January, 2016. The intent of the plan is
to identify projects of all transportation modes that will develop the safest and most efficient
transportation system for the MPO area. Plan updates occur at least every five years, as
federally required, to maintain consistency with planned and forecasted transportation and
land use conditions, changes, and trends.
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There are 10 factors outlined in the FAST Act that are considered as part of the metropolitan
LRTP planning process, and kept in mind when developing and working on transportation
projects in the area:
1. Support the economic vitality of the metropolitan area, especially by enabling global
competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency;
2. Increase the safety of the transportation system for motorized and non-motorized
users;
3. Increase the security of the transportation system for motorized and non-motorized
users;
4. Increase the accessibility and mobility of people and freight;
5. Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy conservation, improve the
quality of life, and promote consistency between transportation improvements and
State and local planned growth and economic development patterns;
6. Enhance the integration and connectivity of the transportation system, across and
between modes, for people and freight;
7. Promote efficient system management and operation;
8. Emphasize the preservation of the existing transportation system;
9. Improve the resiliency and reliability of the transportation system and reduce or
mitigate stormwater impacts of surface transportation; and
10. Enhance travel and tourism.

G

O A L S

The SIMPCO MPO’s overall transportation goals and objectives for the 2045 LRTP were
approved as part of the adoption of the 2045 LRTP and continue to reflect the MPO’s focus for
local transportation planning for the current plan. More specific goals and objectives have
been developed for each of the modes addressed in the plan and may be found in the transit,
alternative transportation, and streets and highways chapters. The 9 goals that this plan
upholds are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Economic Development
Safety
Security
Mobility and Efficiency
Accessibility

6. Environment
7. Connectivity &
Compatibility
8. Livability
9. Fiscal Responsibility
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These goals are compared against the 10 FAST Act planning factors in the Table 1.2 on page 17. From this table, it is evident that the 2045 LRTP’s goals align with the planning factors
from the FAST Act. Preservation and maintenance is often a key goal or priority to many
areas, while the SIMPCO MPO’s 2045 LRTP does not have a specific goal that outlines this
characteristic, it is believed that many of the above goals meet it through their objectives or
exemplifies criteria. Throughout this document, each chapter will further discuss
preservation and maintenance in regards to each mode.
The current goals remain the same from the previous 2040 LRTP. The MPO Transportation
Technical Committee (TTC) and Policy Board reviewed each goal and agreed that they remain
relevant and valid for the 2045 LRTP. Furthermore, each goal has been given objectives,
evaluation criteria, and guidelines for evaluating and scoring projects according to how well
they align with said goal. The objectives were tied to a tangible measurement, such as a
quantitative performance measure or qualitative definition.
These objectives provide the basis for the weighting process for each project’s relevance to
each goal. Each project was given a score between 0-3 (with 0 not meeting the goal and 3
best meeting the goal), based on how well the project met the goals’ objectives. Once a
project was ranked and weighted, the scores were multiplied by the goal’s weight and then
summed to obtain the project’s final result. Once all the projects were calculated in this
fashion, they were sorted from highest result to lowest result, thus giving the projects’ level
of prioritization.
Table 1.1: SIMPCO MPO’s 9 goals, with their respective point total
Goal 1: Economic Development
Project creates system improvements that facilitate local job creation and retention

10

Project promotes efficient land-use patterns

1

Project gives consideration of true costs and benefits of providing transportation facilities necessary to move goods

1

Goal 2: Safety
Project incorporates pedestrian safety features at intersections (crosswalks, pedestrian signals, median refuge)
Project focuses on a high crash area

5
10

Project minimizes motor vehicle, truck, bus, train, bike, and pedestrian conflicts

3

Goal 3: Security
Project minimizes risks at transportation facilities (airport, roadways, trails, transit)

1

Project improves disaster and emergency response preparedness and recovery

2

Project utilizes ITS technology

2

Goal 4: Mobility and Efficiency
Project is on corridor that exceeds reliability threshold

10

Project alleviates traffic congestion

10

Project promotes coordination of transportation services to improve mobility of elderly, low income, and disabled populations
Goal 5: Accessibility

5

Project has multimodal impacts (road, transit, bike facility)

5

Project improves accessibility problems

5

Goal 6: Environment
Project overlaps an environmentally sensitive area or is in the floodway

-10

Project contributes to improved water quality/quantity by implementing strategies from the IDNR's Stormwater Manual

3

Goal 7: Connectivity
Project minimizes conflicts between and within roadways, transit, rail, bike, and pedestrian facilities

3

Project encourages efficient intermodal freight facilities and access

5

Goal 8: Livability
Project includes a bike facility

3

Project includes sidewalks

3

Project includes transit amenities

3

Goal 8: Fiscal Responsibility
Project is on an existing paved facility

10

Project has existing funding

10

SIMPCO MPO’s 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan
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Table 1.2: SIMPCO MPO’s 9 2045 LRTP Goals versus the FAST Act’s
Planning Factors

Support Economic Vitality

FAST Act Planning Factors

Increase safety of the transportation
system
Increase the security of the transportation
system
Increase the accessibility and mobility of
people and freight
Protect and enhance the environment and
promote conservation
Enhance the integration and connectivity
of the system across and between modes
Promote efficient system management and
operations
Emphasize the preservation of the existing
transportation system
Improve the resiliency and reliability of the
transportation system and reduce or
mitigate stormwater impacts of surface
transportation
Enhance travel and tourism

Fiscal
Responsibility

Livability

Connectivity &
Compatibility

Environment

Accessibility

Mobility and
Efficiency

Security

Safety

SIMPCO MPO's 2040 LRTP Goals versus
FAST Act Planning Factors

Economic
Development

SIMPCO MPO's 2045 LRTP Goals

•

• • • • • •
• •
•
• •
•
•
• •
• •
•
•
• •
• •
•
• •
• • •
•
• •
•
•
• •

• •
• •

•

•
•
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OBJECTIVES
Promote the balanced and sustained economic growth of the
SIMPCO MPO planning area through the efficient movement of
goods and people in a safe, energy efficient, and
environmentally sound manner. The following objectives
capture these favorable conditions for promoting economic
development:


Give priority consideration to transportation projects
and system improvements that facilitate local job
creation and retention.



Promote efficient land-use patterns appropriate for
commercial and industrial development locations and
redevelopment opportunities in the metropolitan
planning area.



Give consideration of the true costs and benefits of
providing the transportation facilities necessary to
move goods in the SIMPCO MPO planning area.

Evaluation Criteria
10 points: Project creates
system improvements
that facilitate local job
creation and retention
1 point: Project promotes
efficient land use patterns
1 point: Project gives
consideration of true cost
and benefits of providing
transportation facilities
necessary to move goods

Projects that Exemplify Economic Development
 Use transportation programming to encourage desired development patterns by
encouraging economic development in areas that are compatible and accessible to
the existing network.


Consider regional travel patterns and community in the
development of the transportation network to allow access to
jobs in and around the planning area.



Improve air freight, barge, rail, and truck terminals
including access and connectivity improvements to
enable competitiveness and address reliability and
capacity needs for productivity and efficiency.



Seek grants through all funding sources for infrastructure
improvements and economic development projects.



Continue to improve the transportation network to
accommodate projected increases in traffic due to
economic development.
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OBJECTIVES
Promote and implement transportation system improvements
for all modes that minimize the occurrence and potential of
crashes that might result in the loss of health, life, and/or
property. The following objectives capture these favorable
conditions for promoting a safer transportation system:


Develop a transportation plan giving priority
consideration to transportation system improvements
preventing crashes, injuries, and losses.



Promote the standardization of geometric design
criteria across transportation agencies.

Evaluation Criteria
5 points: Project
incorporates pedestrian
safety features at
intersections (crosswalk,
pedestrian signals, and
median refuge)
10 points: Project focuses
on a high crash area
3 points: Project
minimizes motor vehicle,
truck, bus, train, bike,
and pedestrian conflicts

Projects that exemplify Safety
 Maintain the various types of transportation facilities
properly, including streets, buses, sidewalks, trails, and
other modes.


Upgrade the street system to minimum width standards
based on overall system plan.



Focus on high crash areas for transportation improvements.



Minimize motor vehicle, truck, bus, train,
bicycle, and pedestrian conflicts.



Develop and extend the pedestrian and
bicycle network by tying the street system
with greenway systems and major activity
centers.



Create a centralized safe driver campaign
and educational program.
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OBJECTIVES
Promote and implement transportation system
improvements for all modes maximizing security of the
transportation system.


Develop a transportation plan giving priority
consideration to security improvements.



Support programs that ensure the safe and secure
operation of the transportation system for motorized
and non-motorized users.



Minimize security risks at transportation facilities
such as the airport, roadways, trails, and public
transit.



Evaluation Criteria
1 Point: Project minimizes
risks at transportation
facilities (airport,
roadways, trails, transit)
2 Points: Project improves
disaster and emergency
response preparedness
and recovery
2 Points: Project utilizes
ITS technology

Improve disaster, emergency, and incident response
preparedness and recovery.

Projects that exemplify Security
 Utilize Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) technology for surveillance of the
transportation network and facilities.


Encourage optimal lighting and
other security measures on all
transportation facilities.



Support activities that enhance the
communication of emergency
personal within the SIMPCO MPO
planning area.



Promote activities that educate the
public on security issues.
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OBJECTIVES
Develop, maintain, and promote the most efficient and
effective transportation system for the movement of people
and goods.






Develop transportation investment decisions by
maximizing the useful life of existing elements of the
transportation system.
Alleviate traffic congestion and reduce travel time
between locations within the SIMPCO MPO planning
area.
Promote coordination of transportation services to
improve the mobility of the elderly, lower income
populations, and individuals with disabilities.

Evaluation Criteria
10 Points: Project is on
corridor that exceeds
reliability threshold
10 Points: Project
alleviates traffic congestion
5 points: Project promotes
coordination of
transportation services to
improve mobility of
elderly, low income, and
disabled populations

Projects that exemplify Mobility and Efficiency
 Utilize appropriate management systems to identify
and implement optimal maintenance strategies.


Limit number of roadways operating at
a level of service (LOS) lower than the
Base Level of Service Standard “D”
during peak hour/peak season/peak
direction conditions. For all roads in
unincorporated areas, “C” peak
hour/peak season is the Base Level of
Service Standard.



Systematically maintain public transit
equipment and rolling stock to achieve
an efficient, cost effective, and
customer attractive system.



Utilize ITS technology applications to meet
transportation system demands.



Continue to support efforts to coordinate
transportation through meetings and
committees that bring together both public
transit and health/human service providers.

SIMPCO MPO’s 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan
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OBJECTIVES
Develop a transportation system that is reliable and
accessible to all potential users. In efforts to capture an
accessible and reliable transportation system the following
objectives are used:


Encourage multimodal accessibility to employment,
shopping and other commerce, medical care, housing
and leisure.

Evaluation Criteria
5 points: Project has
multimodal impacts (road,
transit, bike facility)
5 points: Project improves
accessibility problems



Establish an integrated transportation system
supportive of the land use goals of the cities’ and
counties’ master plans.



Give appropriate consideration to the needs and
requirements of disabled and underserved populations.



Facilitate increased communication between government
agencies and officials, the system users, the public, and other
interested parties.

Projects that exemplify Accessibility
 Design driveways and medians to meet appropriate access
management standards. Coordinate driveways and medians with
on-site standards, on-site traffic operations, and parallel access
roads. They shall be designed to maximize roadway capacity and
safety and minimize median and curb cuts.


Require safe and convenient on-site traffic flow and parking for
all development. The facilities shall be designed with efficient
internal circulation and curb cuts shall be limited in order to
reduce points of congestion or conflict with traffic flow on
adjacent streets. Encourage adequate neighborhood circulation
and multiple access points from neighborhoods to the
arterial/collector system. Curvilinear design and low speeds
will be utilized to minimize the attractiveness to through traffic.



Provide reliable public transit vehicles that accommodate all
patrons.

SIMPCO MPO’s 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan
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OBJECTIVES
Preserve and enhance the SIMPCO MPO Planning area’s
unique and natural environmental features by
protecting the integrity of air, land, water, energy,
cultural, and aesthetic resources. In order to do this,
the following objectives are laid out:




Avoid, minimize, and mitigate adverse impacts of
transportation systems on the environment,
such as noise and water runoff.
Initiate, promote, and support projects,
programs, and services that are designed to
improve the SIMPCO MPO Planning area’s air
quality and energy conservation in the
transportation system.

Evaluation Criteria
-10 Points: Project overlaps an
environmentally sensitive area
or is in the floodway
3 points: Project contributes to
improved water
quality/quantity by
implementing strategies from
the IDNR’s Stormwater Manual

Projects that exemplify Environment
 Plan and develop a transportation system that preserves
environmentally sensitive areas, conserves energy and natural
resources, and minimizes adverse environmental impacts,
particularly related to storm water management.


New or reconstructed roadways or rail routes shall be designed
to prevent and control soil erosion, minimize clearing and
grubbing operations, minimize
storm runoff, and avoid
unnecessary changes in drainage
patterns.



Pursue and support
transportation programs (e.g.
Express buses, high occupancy
vehicles, public transit
alternatives, and bikeways) that
reduce air quality degradation,
help conserve energy and provide
the community with travel
alternatives.
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OBJECTIVES
Encourage and implement system improvements which
promote the efficient and effective movement of
people and goods by integrating and linking various
modes of transportation. The following objectives lay
out how this can be achieved:


Identify a multimodal network of facilities to
meet the requirements for moving people,
goods, and services in an efficient manner
throughout the SIMPCO MPO.

Evaluation Criteria:
3 points: Project minimizes
conflicts between and within
roadways, transit, rail, bike, and
pedestrian facilities.
5 points: Project encourages
efficient intermodal freight
facilities and access



Minimize conflicts between and within
roadways, public transit, rail, bicycle, and
pedestrian facilities.



Encourage the development of efficient intermodal freight
facilities, with access to all, to encourage effective shifts among
modes.

Projects that exemplify Connectivity/Compatibility
 Address, encourage, and enhance intermodal facility
connections.


Incorporate public transit, bicycle, and pedestrian
accessibility in the review of all development.



Consider off-roadway travel corridors, such as
drainage canal, railroad, and utility right-of-way
properties, as potential corridors.



Include the construction of bicycle/pedestrian
infrastructure in conjunction with the construction,
reconstruction, or changes in any State facilities, and
assure that all transportation improvements address
the needs of bicyclists and pedestrians where
bikeways and sidewalks are needed.

SIMPCO MPO’s 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan
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OBJECTIVES
Promote a transportation system that encourages the
use of environmentally sustainable modes as a vital
means of transport, including transit, walking and
bicycling to support the creation of livable communities.


Give priority consideration to transportation
projects that consider all modes of
transportation.



Promote land use patterns and development that
allow for the use of sustainable transportation.



Promote consideration of actions that make
better use of the existing system such as
carpooling, van pools, walking, and bicycling.

Evaluation Criteria
3 points: Project includes bike
facility
3 points: Project includes
sidewalks
3 points: Project includes
transit amenities

Projects that exemplify Livability
 Encourage Complete Street projects throughout the
metropolitan area by considering comprehensive street design.


Encourage development that is accessible by all modes of
transportation.



Promote and market alternative modes of transportation and
their benefits.



Coordinate transportation
amongst various modes,
jurisdictions, and organizations.



Educate the community on
bicycle and pedestrian safety
practices.



Obtain funding to expand nonmotorized transportation
opportunities.

SIMPCO MPO’s 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan
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OBJECTIVES
Utilize available personnel and financial resources
efficiently, ensuring that the transportation system meets
the users’ needs and remains financially stable.


Provide a balanced and viable funding mechanism
for transportation systems and services within the
metropolitan area.

Evaluation Criteria:
10 points: Project is on an
existing paved facility
10 points: Project has existing
funding



Develop a positive working relationship with the
system users, the public, and political officials who
can provide funding increases when necessary.



Develop transportation investment decisions that consider the full
costs and benefits.



Give priority to funding the transportation needs identified in state,
regional, and local transportation system plans.

Projects that exemplify Fiscal Responsibility
 Identify stable, long term sources of local, state, and federal
funding for construction and maintenance of a multimodal
transportation system to address the maintenance deficit.


Identify private-public partnerships for funding large-scale
transportation projects.



Accept maintenance responsibility for any state roads
only with a concurrent shift in adequate maintenance
revenues from state sources.



Apply to grants annually for projects that benefit air
quality.



Continue to support the optional management
systems originally established under ISTEA to generate
information to establish priorities for allocation of
transportation funds.

SIMPCO MPO’s 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan
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The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, signed in 2015, reiterates MAP-21
requirements of placing increased emphasis on performance management within the
Federal-aid highway program, including the development of national performance measures
to be used by State DOTs and MPOs in setting targets1. The law requires MPOs to apply
performance-based decision making in their transportation planning efforts (see the text box
below).
Requirements for Performance-Based Planning and Programming
Metropolitan transportation planning: “[MPOs]…, in cooperation with the State and
public transportation operators, shall develop long-range transportation plans and
transportation improvement programs through a performance-driven, outcome-based
approach to planning.” 23 USC Section 134(c)(1); 49 USC Section 5303(c)(1). “The
metropolitan transportation planning process shall provide for the establishment and
use of a performance-based approach to transportation decision making to support the
national goals….” 23 USC Section 134(h)(2); 49 USC Section 5303(h)(2).

Performance-based planning and programming (PBPP) is the application of performance
management principles within the existing federally-required transportation planning and
programming processes to achieve desired performance outcomes from transportation
investment1. PBPP involves using data to support long-range and short-range investment
decision-making. The benefits of adopting PBPP include improving investment decision
making and return on investments and resource allocations, enhance system performance,
increase accountability and transparency, and demonstrates links between funding and
performance1.
The PBPP process or framework comprises three main components – planning, programming,
and implementation and evaluation1.


Planning has two stages:
1. Strategic Direction: where do we want to go? This stage includes the
development of goals, and objectives, and performance measures.
2. Analysis: how are we going to get there? This stage includes identifying trends,
targets, and strategies, and analyzing alternatives and development
investment priorities.



Programming: What will it take? This stage focus on investment plans, resource
allocation, and project programming.



Implementation and Evaluation: How did we do? This stage involves monitoring,
evaluation, and reporting.

U.S. DOT & FHWA (2013). Performance-Based Planning and Programming Guidebook,
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/planning/performance_based_planning/pbpp_guidebook/
1
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Integrating PBPP in SIMPCO’s 2045 LRTP
As mentioned earlier, the law requires State DOTs, Transit agencies, MPOs, and other
transportation agencies to integrate PBPP in the existing transportation planning process.
For transportation agencies to meet this mandate, they are required to establish and report
on performance targets that align with the specific areas of performance, which serves as the
focus area of the FAST Act (check this website for more information:
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/tpm/about/regulations.cfm).
SIMPCO MPO adopted to support the safety, pavement, bridge, system performance, and
freight targets set by Iowa DOT, Nebraska DOT, and South Dakota DOT and transit asset
management targets set by Sioux City Transit System (SCTS). See the official websites of IA
DOT, NE DOT, and SD DOT for the methodology used in setting safety, pavements, and
bridges, and system performance, and freight targets. By agreeing to support the
performance targets by the DOTs and SCTS, SIMPCO MPO agrees to:
1. Coordinate with State DOTs in the development of targets
2. Plan and program projects to contribute towards the accomplishment of the
performance targets
3. Include a description of the performance measures and targets in the MPO’s
transportation plan per 23 CFR 450.324
4. Include in the TIP how a description of the anticipated effect of the TIP toward
achieving performance targets per 23 CFR 450.326
5. Work with DOTs on data collection
6. Reporting on system performance in the MPO related to specific targets.
7. Tables 1 .3 and 1. 4 below show the IA DOT, NE DOT, SD DOT, and SCTS performance
targets based on the national goal and areas of performance outlined by the FAST Act.
The safety targets are set as five-year rolling averages while pavement and bridge
targets are set as four-year targets. System and freight reliability targets, on the
other hand, are set as four-year targets while the SCTS targets are set at least once
every fiscal year as five-year targets.

SIMPCO MPO’s 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan
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Table 1.3: Iowa, Nebraska and South Dakota DOT Performance Targets
National Goal

Performance Measure

Safety

Iowa

Number of Fatalities
Fatality rate per 100 million Vehicle Miles Traveled
Number of serious injuries
Serious injury rate per 100 million Vehicle Miles Traveled
Non-motorized fatalities and serious injuries
Pavement and Bridges Percentage of pavements of the Interstate System in good condition
Percentage of pavements of the Interstate System in poor condition
Percentage of pavements of the non-Interstate National Highway System in good condition
Percentage of pavements of the non-Interstate National Highway System in poor condition
Percentage of National Highway system bridges classified as in good condition
Percentage of National Highway system bridges classified as in poor condition
System and Freight
Percent of the person-miles traveled on the Interstate that are reliable
Reliability
Percent of the person-miles traveled on the non-Interstate National Highway System that are
reliable
Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTR) Index
* 4 year targets for Iowa DOT
Source: IA DOT, NE DOT & SD DOT

Nebraska

Baseline
337.40
1.046
1499.1
4.50
134.2
57.68%
1.75%
49.06
14.22%
46.40%
3.80%
100.0%
95.6%

Targets
345.80
1.011
1396.2
4.08
138.1
49.4%*
2.7%*
46.9%*
14.5%*
44.6% *
3.2% *
99.5%
95.0%

Baseline
229.40
1.119
1520.0
7.42
135.8
-

1.12

1.14

-

Targets
239.00
1.140
1442.0
6.80
133.0
At least 50%
No more than 5%
At least 40%
No more than 10%
At least 95%
No more than 10%
98.90%
92.60%
1.1

South Dakota

Baseline Targets
< 126.4
< 1.280
< 667.4
< 6.740
< 43.0
62.60%
2.40%
41.50%
1.50%
25.80%
> 20%
1.50%
< 5%
99.8%
90%
94.8%
85%
1.11

MPO Support
of State DOT's
Target

11/1/2018

<1.5

Table 1.3: Sioux City Transit System Performance Targets
National Goal Peformance Measure

Targets

Percentage of SCTS' non-revenue vehicles met or exceeded Useful Life Benchmark
(ULB)
Percentage of SCTS' revenue vehicles (buses) met or exceeded Useful Life
Benchmark (ULB)
Percentage of SCTS' revenue vehicles (Vans) met or exceeded Useful Life
Transit Asset Benchmark (ULB)
Management Percentage of SCTS' revenue vehicles (Cutaway Buses) met or exceeded Useful Life
Benchmark (ULB)
Percentage of SCTS' assets (Martin Luther King Jr. Transportation Center) with
condition rating below 3.0 on FTA TERM Scale
Percentage of SCTS' assets (Transit Maintenance Garage) with condition rating
below 3.0 on FTA TERM Scale
Source: Sioux City Transity System

MPO Support of
SCTS' Target

100% of fleet exceeds
default ULB of 8
47.67% of fleet exceeds
default ULB of 14
60% of fleet exceeds
default ULB of 8
0% of fleet exceeds
default ULB of 10
Facility rated over 3.0
on TERM scale
Facility rated 3.0 on
TERM scale

6/13/2017
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Integrating State and SCTS Transportation Plans into SIMPCO 2045 LRTP
According to the FAST-ACT ‘an MPO shall integrate into the metropolitan transportation

planning process, directly or by reference, the goals, objectives, performance measures, and
targets described in other State transportation plans and transportation processes, as well
as any plans developed under 49 U.S.C. chapter 53 by providers of public transportation,
required as part of a performance-based program’. The section below highlights existing
Iowa, Nebraska, and South Dakota DOT transportation plans and Sioux City Transit System
Asset Management Plan.
Iowa in Motion 2045 State Transportation Plan
The State LRTP is updated every five years to reflect trends,
forecasts, legislation, funding, technological changes, and
state priorities. Iowa in Motion 2045 State Transportation
Plan is an update to the 2012 State LRTP. Iowa’s dynamic
economy and the need to meet future challenges will
continue to place pressure on the transportation system.
With this in mind, the plan provides direction for each
transportation mode and supports a continued emphasis on
stewardship. The plan comprises seven components: trends,
System condition, vision, investment areas, strategies and
improvement needs, costs and revenues, and
implementation.

https://iowadot.gov/iowainmo
tion/

The vision of Iowa DOT and Commission as stated in the plan is: ‘A safe and efficient

multimodal transportation system that enables the social and economic wellbeing of all
Iowans, provides enhanced access and mobility for people and freight, and accommodates
the unique needs of urban and rural areas in an environmentally conscious manner’. To
achieve this vision Iowa’s 2045 LRTP outlines 80 strategies across the following categories:
asset management, aviation, bicycle/pedestrian, bridge, energy, freight, highway, public
transit, rail, safety, technology, and transportation system management and operation.

Iowa Transportation Asset Management Plan
Faced with budgetary constraints in 2011, Iowa DOT’s
executive leadership decided to switch from preventive
maintenance and “worst-first” approaches to transportation
asset management in managing transportation
infrastructure. The DOT reached this conclusion as TAMP
embodies the philosophy that is comprehensive, proactive,
and long term. Below is a list of Iowa DOT’s asset
management goals, these goals are consistent with best
practices nationally.
 Build, preserve, operate, maintain, upgrade, and
https://iowadot.gov/systems_
enhance the transportation system more costplanning/fpmam/IowaDOTeffectively throughout its lifetime
TAMP-2018.pdf
 Improve the performance of the transportation
system.
 Deliver to Iowa DOT’s customers the best value for every dollar spent
Enhance Iowa DOT’s credibility and accountability in its stewardship of transportation
assets
SIMPCO MPO’s 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan
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Iowa Strategic Highway Safety Plan (2019 – 2023)
Iowa has developed its Strategic Highway Safety Plan
(SHSP) to meet the significant challenge of reducing fatal
and severe injury crashes. This document is an update to
Iowa’s 2017 SHSP and is the fourth of such effort in Iowa
since it became a requirement. Iowa’s SHSP was developed
in consultation with the SHSP Implementation Team, which
is composed of individuals representing the E’s of safety
(education, emergency medical services, enforcement, and
engineering).

For this update, the prioritization of Iowa’s 18 safety
https://iowadot.gov/traffic/shsp/
emphasis areas was supported by an analysis of crash data
home
and an extensive statewide input process involving Iowa’s
traffic safety stakeholders. The result of these efforts was the prioritization of eight of the
safety emphasis areas that are now considered priority safety emphasis areas. For each of
the emphasis areas, the plan highlights at least three strategies that provide the greatest
opportunity to reduce fatalities and serious injuries. Below are the eight safety emphasis
areas outlined in Iowa SHSP, 2019 to 2023.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Lane departures and roadside collisions
Speed-related: Focus on crashes caused by speeding
Unprotected persons
Young drivers
Intersections
Impairment involved
Older drivers
Distracted or inattentive drivers

Iowa State Freight Plan
The Iowa State Freight Plan is a multimodal freight plan
designed to provide a safe, efficient, and convenient freight
transportation system to Iowans. The plan is consistent with
the national freight goals defined in the FAST Act, the goals
contained in Iowa in Motion – Planning Ahead 2040 (safety,
efficiency, and Quality of life), and the mission of the Freight
Advisory Council (FAC). Iowa State Freight Plan presents 27
strategies to improve freight movements in the state. These
strategies align with the national freight goals.
https://iowadot.gov/iowainmotio
n/specialized-system-plans/statefreight-plan.
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Nebraska Long Range Transportation Plan – Vision 2032
Nebraska DOT is updating the current LRTP – Vision 2032. The
update is scheduled to be done by 2021. Vision 2032
represents Nebraska’s long-range guideline for multi-modal
transportation. Long-range transportation planning is a
process that builds upon the past and studies the present to
help prepare for the challenges of the future. The Vision 2032
goals are centered on four themes: safety, mobility,
environmental stewardship, and coordination and
cooperation.
Below are the goals of Vision 2032:
1. Improve safety on Nebraska’s transportation system
2. Improve mobility on Nebraska’s transportation system
through increased reliability, capacity, and efficiency
3. Integrate environmental considerations into
planning/design, construction and operational
activities of Nebraska’s transportation system
4. Collaborate with stakeholders to maximize the value of
Nebraska’s transportation policies and investments

https://dot.nebraska.gov/projects/
publications/lrtp/

Nebraska Transportation Asset Management Plan, 2019
This plan covers a 10-year financial period and will be
reviewed and recertified by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) every four years. Nebraska DOT’s TAMP
describes current asset management practices to increase
transparency. This TAMP also outlines Nebraska DOT’s
strategic approach to meet the needs of the system and its
users on highways and bridges. The goal of NDOT concerning
asset management is to operate, maintain, upgrade, and
expand physical assets effectively throughout their life cycle.
Many of Nebraska DOT’s asset management objectives and
policies were already established before the passage of the
FAST Act. NDOT’s major objectives outlined in the 2019 TAMP
include:
1. Maintain pavement and bridges in a state of good
repair
2. Optimize budget expenditures
3. Meet or increase the expected lifespan of the major
assets

https://dot.nebraska.gov/media/
13303/ndot-tamp.pdf
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Nebraska Strategic Highway Safety Plan 2017 - 2021
This plan is an update to 2012-2016 NDOT SHSP. In setting
the goals for the 2017-2021 SHSP, the Interagency Safety
Working Committee (IASWC) used a trend line of fatality
rates from 2006-2015 to project future fatality rates
through 2021. The goal is to reduce traffic fatalities per
100 million VMT from 1.10 (2011 – 2015 average fatality
rate) to 0.90 fatalities by December 31, 2021. The State’s
ultimate goal is toward zero deaths. Nebraska DOT used
crash records to identify the areas of emphasis outlined in
the SHSP, based on the number of related fatal crashes.
The identified areas of emphasis outlined in the plan
represent the greatest opportunity for successfully
reducing the number of serious injury crashes. The IASWC
then used the same screening process as in the 2012-2016
SHSP that ultimately resulted in the continuation of the
same five areas of focus for the 2017-2021 SHSP. The area
of emphasis outlined in 2017 – 2021 SHSP includes.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Increasing seat belt usage
Reducing roadway departure crashes
Reducing impaired driving crashes
Reducing intersection crashes
Reducing young driver's crashes

https://dot.nebraska.gov/media/783
9/2017-2021-nebraska-strategichighway-safety-plan.pdf

Nebraska Freight Plan
NDOT developed this first-of-its-kind Nebraska State Freight
Plan (NSFP) to gain a deeper understanding of the industry
drivers of goods movement, the impact of supply chains on
transportation system condition and performance, and the
link between land use, infrastructure, economic
development, and workforce needs. The NSFP consists of two
parts: a Plan Summary, and Ten Chapters containing the
detailed technical information supporting the Plan Summary.
The vision of the NSFP is to support and grow Nebraska’s
freight system efficiently and innovatively to promote the
state’s economic growth and competitiveness.
The goals of the NSFP include:
1. Increase Nebraska’s economic competitiveness
https://dot.nebraska.gov/media/
2. Identify innovative ways to better move freight and
10761/nebraska-freight-plan.pdf
people safely within and across the state
3. Identify opportunities for the state to work more
collaboratively and in better partnership with private businesses
4. Strengthen efforts of Nebraska state agencies to work together towards achieving the
state’s goals
SIMPCO MPO’s 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan
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South Dakota Statewide Long-Range Transportation Plan
The purpose of the Statewide Long-Range Transportation
Plan is to guide decision-making, monitor transportation
challenges, and opportunities, strengthen beneficial
intermodal relationships, and ensure that projects reflect
fiscal and political reality and long-term financial
sustainability. Instead of completing a detailed 20-year
forecast of needed transportation projects and assume it is
correct, this plan will guide annual decision-making for the
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP),
which is a five-year list of transportation projects
scheduled for completion. Below are the goals of SD
Statewide LRTP:
1. Preserve and maintain South Dakota’s
https://dot.sd.gov/projectstransportation system
studies/planning/long-range-plan
2. Promote transportation safety
3. Support access and connectivity to important
facilities like grain elevators, ethanol plants, pipeline
terminals, wind energy facilities, airports, freight terminals,
large employment, and retail generators, and intermodal
facilities
4. Promote transportation efficiencies within and among all
transportation modes
5. Promote transportation facility enhancements within our
authority and financial constraints
6. Support economic growth and tourism
7. Provide mobility and transportation choices
8. Preserve South Dakota’s quality of life
9. Promote transportation security
South Dakota DOT Transportation Asset Management Plan
The SDDOT 2019 TAMP explains processes currently used to
manage pavements and structures and describes the present
condition and outlook for these important assets. The plan
not only represents the SDDOT’s response to requirements
of the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act
(MAP-21) laid out in 23 CFR Part 515 Asset Management Plans
but also articulates the department’s dedication to sound
asset management principles and commitment of resources
toward that end. The TAMP discusses how the plan’s
strategies integrate with other departmental efforts to
achieve the national goals identified in 23 USC 150(b)
National Goals and Performance Management Measures. The
plan is organized into chapters that describe:

https://dot.sd.gov/media/docum
ents/SDDOT2019TAMPFHWASubmi
ttalrevised8-28-2019.pdf
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Data collection practices
The current condition of pavements
and structure
Processes of analyzing the data
Asset management objectives and
condition goals






Identification of performance gaps
Risk management analysis
Financial planning processes
Investment strategies

South Dakota Strategic Highway Safety Plan, 2019
The South Dakota SHSP vision expresses the intention that
all travelers reach their destination without harm. That is
accomplished by eliminating all traffic-related deaths and
life-changing injuries. To achieve this the SHSP establishes
interim goals to measure progress towards the vision. The
specific goals for the SHSP are to reduce traffic fatalities to
100 or fewer deaths by 2024 and to reduce serious trafficrelated injuries to 400 or fewer by the same year. Sixteen
different types of crashes were evaluated using 2013-2017
severe crash records to determine 2019 SHSP emphasis
areas. Although crash data was the driving factor for the
selection of the emphasis areas, other considerations
included priorities in the 2014 SD SHSP and the current SHSP,
discussion with Study Advisory Team members, stakeholder
https://dot.sd.gov/media/docu
ments/SHSP_FINAL_Reduced.pdf
feedback from three regional workshops, and responses from
a survey open to the general public. The 2019 SHSP emphasis
areas include:
 Drugs and alcohol
 Older Drivers
 Intersections
 Speeding and Aggressive Drivers
 Lane Departures
 Unbelted Vehicle Occupants
 Motorcycles
 Young Drivers
South Dakota Freight Plan
The SDDOT seeks to promote safety, monitor mobility,
maintain assets, and support economic growth. This plan
will accomplish these objectives by identifying
opportunities, trends, technology, and by depicting and
facilitating the planning and coordination process that will
allow the department to take advantage of the strategies
identified in the plan. The purpose of the SD Freight Plan is
to guide the improvement of South Dakota’s overall freight
system and support SDDOT’s mission to provide a safe and
effective public transportation system. The plan identifies
11 objectives under the following areas:
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN

For the 2045 LRTP, SIMPCO used its 2018 Public Participation Plan (PPP) for distributing LRTP
updates, drafts, and the final plan. This allowed citizens and other public offices and
agencies to express their transportation opinions, concerns, and issues with the 2045
transportation planning and programming initiatives. In addition to this distribution plan,
the SIMPCO MPO staff gathered public input from several different venues throughout the
development of the plan (See Appendix A).

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION GOALS

AND

OBJECTIVES

Three goals and corresponding objectives have been identified for the 2045 LRTP’s public
participation. They were developed to provide a foundation for utilizing public opinion in
every stage of the LRTP process.
GOAL 1: To provide early and continuing opportunities for public involvement.
Goal Objectives:
 Notifying individuals and groups that the plan is being developed and that they can
contact SIMPCO to learn more about the LRTP process.


Sending press releases describing recent project developments and public
involvement opportunities to the various regional media.



Maintaining a web home page (www.simpco.org) with planning recommendations
and documents with a comment form and e-mail access.



Distributing a public survey to gain public opinion on the current transportation
system and to gage priorities for the future.



Sharing updates and information on the plan on social networking internet sites
including Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/SIMPCOCOG), and Twitter
(www.twitter.com/SIMPCOCOG).

GOAL 2: To provide adequate time for public review and comment at key decisions points in
the plan update.
Goal Objectives:
 Allowing a 30-day comment period before final approval of the LRTP.


Providing SIMPCO staffs contact information, including phone number, fax number,
address, and email on all public notices, mailings, and web page.

GOAL 3: To develop public support for planning recommendations and the plan.
Goal Objectives:
 Present to interest groups regarding planning recommendations and allow for
discussion
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Publishing public comments in adopted planning recommendations and documents.

COVID-19
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. In response, businesses, schools, organizations, and governments
imposed national lockdowns and prohibited gatherings of large groups of people. This has
impeded the traditional public participation initiatives that rely on in-person interactions
such as public speaking events and public meetings. To address the need to involve the
public during the development of the LRTP and follow state/federal guidelines to prevent
slow the spread of COVID-19, the MPO modified the approach to notify and gain public input
on the LRTP.






Distribute the public input survey via email, social media and newsletter.
Present to interest groups that provided the opportunity to present the plan
via video or telephone conference and allowed for discussion and comments.
Post the draft document on the SIMPCO website inviting the public, local
media outlets, interested parties, and stakeholder groups the opportunity to
comment.
Hold a public input meeting on the draft plan via video conference with the
opportunity participate by telephone conference.
Provide an opportunity for the public to meet one-on-one with staff, by
appointment either in-person or on the phone to discuss the draft plan.

LRTP REVISIONS AND REVIEWS
The SIMPCO MPO 2045 LRTP is a working document and will be updated and revised as
various local, regional, state, and national characteristics, factors, and requirements change,
which ultimately affect the transportation network in and around the metropolitan planning
area. The LRTP will be updated at least once every five years. The review and updating will
ensure continual citizen involvement and the LRTP’s overall viability as the metropolitan
planning area’s long-range transportation planning document. Revisions are defined as
changes to a LRTP that occur between scheduled periodic updates. There are two types of
changes that occur under the umbrella of revision. The first is a major revision or
“Amendment.” The second is a minor revision or “Administrative Modification.”

AMENDMENT
An amendment is a revision to the LRTP that involves a major change to a project included
in the LRTP. This includes an addition of a project or a major change in project cost, project
phase initiation dates, design concept, or scope (e.g. change project termini or the number
of through lanes). Changes to projects that are included only for illustrative purposes, do
not require an amendment. An amendment is a revision that requires redemonstration of
fiscal constraint or a conformity determination. Changes that affect fiscal constraint must
take place by amendment of the LRTP.
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ADMINISTRATIVE MODIFICATION
A minor revision to the LRTP is an administrative modification. It includes minor changes to
project phase costs, funding sources, previously-included projects, and minor changes to
project/project phase initiation dates. An administrative modification is a revision that
does not require redemonstration of fiscal constraint or a conformity determination.

AMENDMENT

VS

. ADMINISTRATIVE MODIFICATION

There are four main components that can be used to determine whether a project change
constitutes an amendment or an administrative modification. They include the following:


Project costs – Determination will be made based on the percentage change or dollar
amount of change in federal aid. Projects in which the federal aid has been changed
by more than 30 percent or total federal aid increases by $2.0 million or more will
require an amendment. Anything less can be processed with an administrative
modification.



Schedule changes – Projects which are added to LRTP will be processed as
amendments.



Funding sources – Additional federal funding sources to a project will require an
amendment. Changes to funding from one source to another will require an
administrative modification.



Scope of Changes – Changing project termini or changing the amount of through
traffic lanes will be processed as an amendment. Other examples of changes that
require amendment include changing the type of work from an overlay to
reconstruction, or changing a project to include widening of the roadway.
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AMENDMENT

VS

. ADMINISTRATIVE MODIFICATION PROCEDURES

When requesting an amendment or administrative modification to the LRTP, member
entities must request an amendment or administrative modification to staff. Once an
amendment or administrative modification has been requested, staff will, as per Public
Participation Plan (PPP) requirements, have the document available for public review for no
less than 30 days, announced in the regional newspapers via public notice, and available in
every courthouse and city hall in the Sioux City metropolitan planning area. Staff will follow
the steps for public participation that are laid out in the FY 2018 MPO PPP. The
Transportation Technical Committee will then review the amendment or administrative
modification after the 30 day public comment period and make a recommendation to the
Policy Board. A favorable vote from the Policy Board will allow the amendment or
administrative modification to be added to the LRTP. All meetings of the MPO are open to
the public and provide further opportunity for public comment on any LRTP amendments
and administrative modifications.

Downtown Sioux City, looking west along 3rd street
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